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Ladies and Gentlemen, thank you for your very kind invitation. 
 
The Future of digital content: this is an odd title, really. And having to 
introduce it also is a daunting privilege. 
 
Contents? 

 
Let’s face it: what people used to call frescoes, paintings, engravings, 
prints, poems, novels, symphonies, rock ‘n’ roll, fashion or war 
photographs, arcade games, television series, press editorials, racing 
chronicles, crossword puzzles, biology articles, anatomical drawings, 
road maps or court reports – all of these incredibly complex things 
with completely different meanings;well, after countless symposia and 
meetings of experts and geeks, all these things end up being 
aggregated and lumped together and diluted to the point where they 
dissolve into that appalling word of contents.  
 
The word content is meaningless, particularly when we don’t even 
know what container will hold the content in the first place: is it a 
newspaper page, a film poster, a James Bond film featuring BMWs, a 
page from eBay, Google or Amazon, a Twitter feed, an iPod, a 
telephone network, a router or a glass fiber? 
 
What exactly are we talking about here? Since I was given the honour 
of being allowed to express myself publicly on this, I would like to 
share a few thoughts with you. And may I add, to make myself clear, 
that it would never have occurred to me to phrase my thoughts in this 
particular manner had not circumstances brought me here tonight. In 
other words, the contents of my comments of tonight only make sense 
when viewed as being spoken right here and right now before you.  



 
Correspondence vs. Publication 

 
Let us first go back to the word digital and see what that word changes 
in our perception of communication. Digital writing is the expression 
in binary code (digits 0 and 1) of all signifiers. This way of writing 
makes possible the automated processing of the code and its instant 
delivery through telecommunication networks. 
 
Now, the act of writing serves two main purposes: it is used for 
correspondence purposes between two identified individuals, and also 
for publishingpurposes from a single identified source to multiple 
unidentified audiences. In correspondence, meaning is achieved 
progressively according to the needs of the individuals involved. In 
publishing, meaning is preconceived, and then disseminated. The 
structuring of meaning is profoundly altered by the nature of the 
communication’s purpose, and so is the nature of the economy that 
flows from it. It seems to me that what we are talking about when we 
use the word contents is not an exchange between two traders, two 
lovers, two computer routers as part of a private correspondence or 
transaction, but instead something that is being published by a single 
source to large audiences that are unknown to that source. What 
makes these appalling contents interesting to us is the fact that they 
are “public,”not the fact that they are being exchanged on 
telecommunication networks. 
 
If we are in agreement with this observation, the theme of this 
symposium becomes Digital Publishing Issues or, by applying the 
notion of mediato everything that gets through a publishing process, it 
becomesMedia Digitization Issues.What are the specifics of the 
operation of “publishing”? 
 
The newness of the Internet, which is the first-ever technical system 
capable of being used both for correspondence and publishing, calls 
for a comparison between these two operations. Any engineer can tell 
you that, in order to have two individuals or machines correspond, a 
protocol must be followed: the individuals indicate their identities and 



locations, and one of them sends to the other a signal which, once 
accepted, triggers the exchange of information. The building of 
meaning is then patterned on the respective needs of both parties. And 
the exchange ends once the need stops to exist. (Except, I am sorry to 
say, in the case of my mother-in-law!) Publishing follows quite a 
different protocol.  
 
Accumulation and Monstration 

 
To begin with, as I said, the message is generally conceived 
beforehand, that is, before being disseminated. In the case of a tweet, 
this can be done quite quickly, but it is a much more complicated 
process in the case of a James Bond film. This upstream phase of 
message structuring and accumulating takes into account the 
framework through which the message is to be shown. A tweet is 
conceived for Twitter. A film is conceived for a movie theatre. A 
Pussy Riot happening is conceived for the cathedral in which it is 
meant to cause a scandal.We can already see that the ultimate 
framework used for the outing of the message and its transmission to 
the public dictates the manner in which the message is structured. If a 
Bond film was going to be made for an iPad, the “accumulation” of 
the message would be structured differently. The framework shapes 
the message and provides a context. It plays an essential role in 
producing meaning. 
 
More broadly, the publishing operation must be viewed as including 
two complementary phases: the phase of structuring (accumulating) 
the message, which generally takes place in a private environment, 
and the phase of the public monstration, the “act of showing” of the 
message, which crystallizes the meaning into an understanding of the 
message. The general tendency is to focus on the accumulation phase, 
on the creation of the message, while hiding the second phase of 
monstration or mediatisation. However, this second phase is 
absolutely critical.  
 
As in the case of correspondence, the starting point must be a 
ringtone, a signal announcing the unveiling of the message. This is a 



very sophisticated operation that goes from the circulation of a buzz 
on YouTube or Facebook to the climbing of the stairs of the Cannes 
Film Festival through the front page of a newspaper or magazine . . . 
and all forms of advertising used to amplify the effect of something 
happening. This operation is meant to make the public aware of the 
existence of a new message. It is usually based on the nature of the 
message involved. Then, there is a need for a monstration system 
indicating to the audience the framework in which the message 
belongs: novel, recorded music, film, television, tweet, science, 
advertising, and so on.   
 
A failed unveiling or monstration will kill the message’s effect of 
meaning. This is as true of design, which is the monstration tool of 
functional objects, as it is of the release of a motion picture, a sound 
recording or a book. The 1929 Buick, with its bulging sides, was been 
instantlynicknamed“the pregnant Buick”, a design flaw that doomed it 
commercially. The Apple Macintosh, on the other hand, was 
brilliantly launched by Steve Jobs by leveraging the collective 
awareness of George Orwell’s 1984 to differentiatehis product from 
“Big Brother” IBM. Closer to us, the shooting that happened when the 
latestBatman movie was released in July 2012 forced the producers to 
cancel all related promotion . . . There is no doubt that the Denver 
mass killing spree was on the mind of all American filmgoers, and 
while it is not the only explanation for the commercial outcome of the 
film, it is now part of its public image.  
 
Without getting into all the subtleties of the issue, I just wish to 
emphasize that monstration is an operation that is essential to all 
publishing activity. In other words, the media are monstration 
industries – they are show businesses; if there is no monstration, there 
is no business. And the number one issue surrounding digitization is 
not the universal accessibility of the published messages, but the 
initiation and maintenance of their monstration in digital format while 
contributing actively to their meaning. 
 



Digital Monstration 

 
One effect of digitization has been the encoding of all media in digital 
format and their accessibility, through search engines, to end 
consumers. This has the effect of placingall media in the same 
category as data – a more unvarmished way to think of what the 
organizers of this Conference have called contents.Thus this operation 
is a very dangerous way of hiding the meaningful, editorial, media 
dimension of what I call monstration.Books, newspapers, music 
albums, movie theatres, television networks, Las Vegas music halls 
are not in the business of distributing data: instead, they 
publishthem.The Latin origin of the French word edition, meaning to 
publish,is toexhale, to bring into the light of day. In other words, these 
media outletsmatchexpressions together, give them resonance, 
insertthem into a context or hyperframe which, on the one hand, 
establishes the public status of the message and, on the other, gives 
structure to the consumer’s perception.All technical systems have 
invented their own forms of publishing in order to be able to show the 
authors’ accumulated creations in a given context. What consumers 
are buying is not the creation per se, but the creation as published or 
presented in a given context. The success of large painting exhibitions 
presenting works in their own context rather than in the context of 
permanent museum collections – think playlists – is an illustration of 
this editorial effect.The successes of the new vinyl edition of the 
complete Beatles musical works or of the Pléiadeliterary collection in 
France are further examples. One of the reasons for the revival of 
interest in turntables and vinyl recordings, according to the buyers 
themselves, is the fact that this system is linear and forces the user to 
listen to an album from start to finish,thusbringing back the album’s 
contextual editorial function. 
 
For the past 10 years, Google’s strong hold over digitization has 
helped abolish this idea of edition, of contextual monstration of public 
messages,and replace it with databases and search engines. The long 
tail ideology has temporarily dethroned the ideology of editorial work, 
of contextual creation, of the bookseller’s table book display, of radio 
or television station programming and of the layout of the front page 



of a newspaper. Such a systemdestroys value because what because 
what is now attracting most consumers is not the message itself as 
suchbut, I repeat, the edited, framed, contextualized message.Of 
course, many published works, sometimes earlier works that have 
become classics or even more recent works, have an image that is 
strong enough to generate spontaneous demand, but for all others, and 
above all for unpublished works, a contextual background remains 
essential.  
 
Generally speaking, when prompted by the buzz, consumers will 
spontaneously use a search engine to find Gangnam Style onYouTube, 
but when they wish to discover new jazz pieces, they will need to get 
the Blue Note application onSpotify.Furthermore, the achievement of 
one billion hits for Gangnam Style will require a form of industrial 
mediatisation based on an iconic video and its systematic sharing on 
social media – it will not happen on its own. 
 
Media digitization pitsnew creations against the databases of works 
that have already been mediatised and are already surrounded by a 
public image. Today’s new rock band is competing with the Rolling 
Stonesand all the groups that have come to exist after them. This 
creates a dreadfulsituation for the mediatisation of new creations, 
particularly in restricted linguistic markets.Investments in the 
mediatisation of an artist, of a work or of a new brand become 
increasingly risky. If digitization is to be of true benefit to the creation 
of new works, the digital environment must contribute to the creation 
of new forms of monstration and mediatisation that are strong 
generators of meaning.  
 
For legal publishing, this means providing databases with new 
applications and services tailored to the needs of each user profile.For 
music, this means building applications onDeezer orSpotifyto help 
consumers discover specific works among the immense database of 
available titles. For video on demand, this will mean designing 
editorial applications capable of displaying audio-visual works in a 
context other than that of movie theatres or television, but with a 
reference to these at some level.  
 



Failing this, incentives for the monstration of new works will 
disappear and make way for an overexploitation of the works that are 
most often seen and seen again . . . And consumption will increasingly 
be focussed on old standards, sequels and franchises calibrated for this 
form of competition. This is not necessarily in our best interest, but 
one thing is clear: there is enough food for thought here for a 
symposium.   
 
Thanks for listening. 
 


